
JOSÉ CHIQUILLO

As a Front-End Developer and Graphic Designer, I possess a broad range of skills cultivated from diverse 
professional experiences, augmented by a solid academic background in graphic design and coding. 

I have a proven track record in developing innovative features for financial applications, constructing 
user-friendly UI libraries, and bringing app prototypes to fruition. Proficient in React, TypeScript, Redux, 
and Next.js.

Status: Open to remote positions, open to relocating.

Frontend Developer

SKILLS
JavaScript

React

Redux

Nextjs

MUI

CSS & SASS

Firebase Suite

Angular 9

Web Animations

SCRUM 

EDUCATION
Plataforma 5 Coding Bootcamp
Javascript Developer

Brother Ad School
Art Director

Universidad de Palermo
Graphic Designer

LANGUAGES
Spanish - Native
English - Fluent

CONTACT
Phone: 
+54 911 6418 0402 

Email: 
josedavidchiquillo@gmail.com

Website: 
https://jodch.dev

Linkedin: 
https://linkedin.com/in/jodch

Location: 
Buenos Aires, Argentina

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Frontend Developer @ LenioLabs LLC
11/2021 - now
As a Front-End Developer, I held various roles, contributing significantly to different projects. In one of 
my engagements, I developed and implemented new features for a financial application using React 
and TypeScript. My responsibilities ranged from data validation and document processing to submis-
sion management, all while maintaining several repositories. I also participated in constructing a Mate-
rial-UI based Design System Library, fostering consistency and user-friendliness across projects. Addi-
tionally, I developed a successful prototype for a mobile application, which was used in focus groups 
and usability tests and later evolved into a full application.

Frontend Developer @ Globant
04/2021 - 11/2021
At Globant, I was part of a dynamic team using Angular 12, tasked with developing new features for an 
in-house project management tool for a major multinational professional services network. This tool 
played a pivotal role in managing the taxation processes for large- scale corporate clients, including 
government entities. Our enhancements revolved around tracking tax declaration status, managing 
powers of attorney, and handling crucial client documentation and signatures.

Frontend Developer - Contractor
04/2020 - 04/2021
As a freelance developer I have worked in different environments, from small single projects to working 
remotely for overseas clients and companies using scrum methodology.
Some of my contractor experience includes:

•Front end developer @ ITESA Innovation Hub - Buenos Aires
As part of the itesa freelance dev team, I served as a Frontend Developer focusing on React. My 
work utilized a technology stack including React, Redux, Gatsby, CSS animations, and Firestore 
Cloud Storage.

•Front end developer @ TEDEXIS Mobile Solutions - Caracas Venezuela
With the TEDEXIS team we worked on a client dashboard migration from JAVA to Angular, 
my role in the migration was of the UI/UX design, and the implementation of features, 
CRUD and services.

Art Director @ Dale! Advertising Agency - Buenos Aires
12/2017 - 02/2019
As a Creative Art Director team member for a year, I collaborated on diverse projects which greatly 
contributed to our agency's recognition, including winning two WINA awards. My work involved serving 
various clients and creating comprehensive campaigns that encompassed print media, TV commercials, 
landing pages, social media, and website design. This role refined my skills in crafting cohesive and 
effective messages across different platforms.

Freelance Advertising Services 
2015 - 2019
For four years, I worked remotely as a freelance graphic designer and art director, in roles that refined 
my autonomy and time management skills. Engaging with various clients, I honed my ability to unders-
tand and fulfill their specific needs, a skill I now utilize in crafting IT solutions. My primary expertise lay 
in branding and creating campaigns adaptable to diverse media such as print, TV, web, and events. This 
experience has endowed me with a multifaceted perspective, enriching my current role as a developer.


